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Abstract- In this study, the deformation behavior of manganese sulfide in 1215MS steel was investigated during thermo-
mechanical process. The microstructure has been characterized by optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS), and electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD). As increasing the reduction 
in thickness from 10% to 70%,the average aspect ratio was increased from 1.20 to 2.39. In addition, the deformability of 
MnS inclusion is smaller than the matrix. The possible slip systems of A, B, C, and D plane traces were(101)[101], 
(101)[101], (011)[011], and (110)[110]. Furthermore, the EBSD measurements suggest that the slip plane in MnS 
inclusions occurs on {110} planes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
For the applications of free cutting steels, good 
machinability and high surface quality are required. 
Recent developments of free cutting steels have been 
focused on the improvement of high speed 
machinability and the potential replacement of lead 
by increasing sulphur content or adding other low 
melting elements, such as bismuth and tellurium [1]. 
Sulfur is usually added in the range of 0.08–0.33wt.% 
to form an additional number of sulfides and to 
improve the machinability [2, 3]. 
Inclusions of manganese sulphide in steels are 
plastically deformable during hot working [4-8]. A 
number of earlier works have focused on the relative 
deformation degree and the hardness ratio between 
MnS inclusions and steels [4-7]. In addition, 
mechanisms of deformation and fracture of single 
crystal MnS have been well established [9, 10]. 
Although some studies have been performed on the 
plastic deformation of MnS inclusions as discussed 
above, we investigated on the microstructural 
characteristics of deformation in MnS after the hot 
compression at 1050°C using EBSD technique. 
 
DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL  
 
The experimental material used was a high-sulphur 
free-cutting steel called as 1215MS steel and its 
chemical composition was listed in Table 1.The 
specimens were selected from the top of as-cast steel 
at 1/4 position with 10mm diameter bar, and then 
sectioned the bar to several cylindrical samples with 
10mm diameter and 15mm height. Andthe thermo-
mechanical process was simulated by Gleeble-3800 
by heating cylindrical specimens to 1050°C at 5°C /s 
for 180s, then after compression of 10, 30, 50 and 
70% and finally by cooling to room temperature as 
displayed in Fig. 1. For microstructure analysis, the 
specimens were prepared firstly by grinding with SiC 

papers from P200 to P4000, then by polishing with 3, 
1, 0.1, 0.06µm polycrystalline diamond suspensions, 
and finally by using vibration polishing machine for 
four hours with 0.02µm SiO2.The EBSD sample was 
polished with Hitachi IM4000Plus ion miller at 4 kV 
to provide a smooth and stress-free surface. 
Table1: The chemical composition of the 
experimental steel (wt%, *in ppm) 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the thermomechanical process 

for 1215MS Steel. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. Statistical analysis of MnS inclusions in as-
received state. 
 
The shape of inclusion MnS appears circular, ellipse 
and irregular. Here the irregular shape of MnS should 
be excluded for MnS characterization, because it is 
difficult to determine using image processing 
software (Image J software). Fig. 2(a) shows optical 
microscopy image of MnS in as-received state. Fig. 
2(b) displayed the detection processing of MnS shape 
by Image J software automatically, where symbol A 
and B represent circular and ellipse, and C represent 
irregular shape which would exclude for analyzing 
the aspect ratio of MnS. In order to automatically 
determine the inclusion size and the aspect ratio, we 
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employed the shape parameters of reciprocal aspect 
ratio and rectangularity[11]. The reciprocal aspect 
ratio is defined as the reciprocal of aspect ratio, and 
the rectangularity is given as the ratio of the real area 
to that of its minimum bounding rectangle for an 
inclusion. Table 2 shows the range of shape 
parameters for determination of the circular and 
ellipse shape. Furthermore, the measured number of 
MnS was in the range of 400 to 600 in order to obtain 
a reliable value of the aspect ratio. Fig.3 illustrates 
histogram and cumulative frequency distributions of 
the particle size and the aspect ratio of MnS in 
1215MS steel in as-received state. Here the log-
normal function is given as  
 

f(x) =
√

exp	(− (ln푥 − 휇) )        (1) 
 
where μ is the average and σis the standard deviation. 

In as-received state, the average value of 
particle size is 7.76±3.36µm, and the average value 
aspect ratio 1.22±0.19. However, the straight line is 
located at b/a equal to 1.17 in Figure 3(b) to separate 
the region of circular and ellipse which is determined 
by calculating all b/a values of MnS inclusions as 
circular. 
 

 
Fig.2. (a) Initial image obtained by optical microscopy and (b) 

after detection processing of inclusion shape using Image J 

software, where the symbols of A, B, and C represent circular, 
ellipse and irregular shape, respectively 

Table2: Shape parameters of circle, ellipse and 
irregular shape. 

Shape RTY RAR 

Circle 0.700-0.950 0.850-1.000 

Ellipse 0.700-0.905 0.100-0.850 

Irregular 0.100-0.700 0.100-1.000 

 

 
Fig.3. Histogram and cumulative frequency distributions of (a) 

particle size and (b) aspect ratio of MnS in 1215MS steel 
without deformation, where the dash lines represent the curves 

fitted by log-normal function. 
 
3.2. Statistical analysis of MnS inclusions after hot 
compression. 
 
Fig.4 demonstrates the morphology of MnS 
inclusions after10 - 70%reduction in thickness. It is 
observed that most of MnS inclusions appear in 
elongated form, i.e., ellipse form, and fracture occurs 
at 50 and 70% reduction. 
 
The corresponding distributions of MnS inclusions 
after 10 - 70% reduction show in Fig. 5. The log-
normal distribution of MnS inclusions after 10% 
reduction is similar with that in the as-cast state. 
However, the distribution broadening is observed to 
large particle size as increasing the reduction from 10 
to 70%, and the mean value of the particle size is 
7.98±3.20µm, 8.92±4.26µm, 9.50±4.70µm, to 
11.43±6.35µm for 10%, 30%, 50% and 70%, 
respectively.  
 
The results suggest that the influence of reduction 
ratio was not obviously on changing the particle size 
by comparing with the mean value of 7.76±3.36µm in 
as-received state.Moreover, Fig. 6 shows the 
distributions of aspect ratio after 10 - 70% 
reduction.After 10% reduction it seems similar with 
that in the as-cast state which reveals the elongation 
of MnS is unobvious. However, after 30% reduction, 
it is clearly noted that the distribution gets broadening 
and the mean aspect ratio is was from 1.22±0.19, 
1.20±0.17, 1.68±0.44, 2.33±0.65, to 2.39±0.58, for 
10%, 30%, 50% and 70%, respectively. Here the 
average aspect ratio is increasing with increase in the 
reduction ratio. 
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Fig.4. Optical micrographs of the cross-section of MnS after (a) 

10%, (b) 30%, (c) 50% and (d) 70%reduction in thickness at 
1050。C for 180s. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Histogram and cumulative frequency distributions of 

inclusion size of MnS in 1215MS steel after (a) 10%, (b) 30%, 
(c) 50%, and (d) 70% reduction ratio at 1050°C for 180s, 

where the dash lines represent the curves fitted by log-normal 
function. 

 

 
Fig.6. Histogram and cumulative frequency distributions of 

aspect ratio of MnS in 1215MS steel after (a) 10%, (b) 30%, (c) 
50%, and (d) 70% reduction ratio at 1050°C for 180s, where 

the dash lines represent the curves fitted by log-normal 
function. 

 
3.3.Deformation behavior of MnS at high 
temperature. 
In order to investigate the deformation microstructure 
of MnS in this study, KAM was employed to reveal 
the deformation patterns of MnS inclusions which 

was determined by EBSD technique. Fig.7(a)(b)(d) 
show the KAM map in as-received state, and after 
10%, 50% reduction, respectively.  
 
The KAM maps in Fig.6 show larger misorientation 
in green color inside MnS inclusion as increasing 
reduction from 0 to 10%. The results indicate that 
heterogeneous deformation occurs in MnS inclusion 
having circular shape. Then, considering MnS 
inclusions having the aspect ratio of 2.49 after 50% 
reduction in Fig.7(d) shows the clear heterogeneity of 
deformation at the both ends of MnS inclusion. 
 
After observation of deformation heterogeneity in 
MnS inclusions, we analyzed the KAM maps of MnS 
inclusions in Fig.7(b)(d). The symbol A represents as 
the trace of (101) slip plane by comparing the pole 
indicated A in the {110} pole figure. Applying the 
same procedure, the trace of the slip plane B be 
identified (011)  in Fig.7(e). Therefore, our 
observations also indicate that the activated slip plane 
in MnS inclusions occurs on the plane of {110}. The 
possible slip systems of A and B are(101)[101]and 
(011)[011]. 
 
After the identification of the activated slip systems, 
we tried to apply Taylor model [12] for predicting 
theoretically the lattice rotation of MnS inclusions 
after compression deformation. Here, for example, 
we took the single crystal MnS marked in B in 
Fig.7(e) which orientation is given by Euler angle of 
(22 o, 16 o, 319o) in terms of Bunge’s definition. In 
addition the external displacement gradient tensor 
푒 is given: 
 

푒 =
0.25 0 0

0 0.25 0
0 0 −0.5

             (2) 

 
wherethe compression axis is along the z direction.  
The lattice rotation results from the difference in the 
antisymmetrical part of 푒 between from the applied 
compressionand from the slip system (011)[011] 
which is called ∆훺 as: 
 

 

푒 =
0.25 0 0

0 0.25 0
0 0 −0.5

           (3) 

 
Here it is noted that the rotation axis is clockwise 
along ND and RD, and counterclockwise along TD 
for cases of ∆Ω <0, ∆Ω >0, and ∆Ω >0, 
respectively. The results obtained experiment are in 
agreement with these from simulation. After 
compression the lattice rotates toward the middle 
between the ND and RD axes and the rotation path 
can be decomposed into two rotation axes: clockwise 
along ND and TD in Fig.7(e).  
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Fig.7. kernel average misorientation (a)(b)(d) maps and pole 
figure (c)(e) of MnS at 1050°C for 180s, where (a) mean 0% , 

(b)(c) 10%, and (d)(e) 50% reduction in thickness. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In as-received state of MnS inclusions, the average 
value of the particle size and the aspect ratio is 1.22. 
After hot compression from 10% to 70% in reduction, 
MnS inclusions have the average aspect ratio from 
1.22 to 2.39. We find the deformability of MnS 
inclusion is smaller than the matrix. Furthermore, the 
EBSD measurements indicate that the activated slip 
plane in MnS inclusions occurs on {110} planes. 
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